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Part 1

The JBoss Application Server

The book is about configuring the JBoss AS and the applications deployed to
it. We start the book with a quick introduction into the JBoss Application Server
(JBoss AS). Chapter 1 gets you up and running with a simple web application. It
also describes the directories and files that are part of the JBoss AS distribution.
Those descriptions will come in handy in the following chapters when we look at
many of the files and directories in more detail.

 Chapters 2 through 4 provide overview information—general things that
you’ll need to know as you read the rest of the book. Chapter 2 provides an over-
view of what configuration means within JBoss AS. Chapter 3 covers how to
deploy applications; almost all the other chapters rely on this knowledge as you
deploy web application, enterprise application, web services, and even portlets.
Finally, chapter 4 discusses how security works within JBoss AS. Security is also a
topic that we return to time and again in later chapters as we tell you how to
secure web applications, EJBs, web services, and so on.
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Vote for JBoss

In 2005, I (Javid) attended the Houston JBoss User Group meeting to watch a pre-
sentation on the Enterprise Java Beans 3.0 (EJB3) specification. The speaker was
wearing a T-shirt with Vote for JBoss printed across the front. This was a reference to
the movie Napoleon Dynamite, a cult-hit comedy in which the main character, Napo-
leon, a nerdy high-school student, sports a shirt with the words Vote for Pedro printed
on the front to support his friend’s campaign for student-council president.
Although the T-shirt was intended as a parody of popular culture, it stimulated me
to think about the words Vote for JBoss more literally.

 Voting is part of the democratic process, but the word also has capitalistic signif-
icance. In capitalism, people vote with their wallets; so it’s easy to vote for JBoss
because it has a free, open source license, costing nothing to download, install, and
use. Thousands of programmers vote for JBoss every year. As a reader of this book,
you’re one of those who voted for JBoss and are probably interested in finding out
more about the JBoss products and how to work with them.

This chapter covers
■ Installing JBoss AS
■ Exploring the JBoss Directory Structure
■ Starting and stopping the Server
■ Deploying and undeploying applications
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 To open this chapter, we talk about what JBoss is and why it’s so popular. The rest
of the chapter guides you on how to dive in and get started with the JBoss Application
Server (JBoss AS). We discuss how to install, how to start and stop, and how to deploy a
basic application into the server. We also explore the structure of the application
server and show you how to configure the server to suit your needs.

1.1 Introducing JBoss
When Java first came out in 1996, many people created their own application infra-
structures from scratch, reinventing the wheel for many aspects of their applications.
The Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) specification—the predecessor to the current
Java EE specification—aimed at creating a standardized application framework for
enterprise applications development.

 In 1999, Marc Fleury started a small open source project called JBoss, which pro-
vided an implementation of the Enterprise Java Bean (EJB) portion of the J2EE specifi-
cation. As the project became popular, the developers started selling documentation,
consulting services, and training. By 2001, Fleury and company incorporated as the
JBoss Group, LLC, and started offering developer support services in 2002. In this
same timeframe, they made available JBoss AS 3, which emerged to become a full-
fledged J2EE application server that was competitive with proprietary application serv-
ers such as WebSphere and WebLogic.

NOTE The name of the project was originally EJBoss (Enterprise Java Beans
Open Source Software). Sun didn’t like the use of their EJB trademark,
so the E was dropped from the project name, making it JBoss.

The JBoss Group, LLC, became a corporation under the name JBoss, Inc., in 2004.
With the introduction of JBoss AS 4, JBoss, Inc., started offering production support
services for enterprises. JBoss AS 4 has become a popular application server and is still
widely deployed throughout the industry. JBoss, Inc., also expanded its offerings to
more than an application server. Many of the components that ran within JBoss AS
could be run independently outside of JBoss AS, such as JBoss Cache, Hibernate,
jBPM, and JBoss Rules.

 Red Hat, Inc., bought JBoss, Inc., in April 2006. The popularity of JBoss AS contin-
ues to rise with the new and innovative features in JBoss AS 5. Although the majority of
this book covers JBoss AS 5, select chapters cover other hot technologies, such as JBoss
Portal, that can run on top of the application server.

 So what exactly is JBoss, and why do you need it? Let’s look at what JBoss is and why
it has become so popular in the industry.

1.1.1 What is JBoss? 

The word JBoss is used to refer to several things: the division of Red Hat that develops
software products, the trademark used for all the products that the group makes, and
an application server. When people use the term JBoss, they’re usually referring to
JBoss Application Server, commonly abbreviated as JBoss AS. Throughout this book,
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we use the term JBoss AS to refer to JBoss Application Server version 5 or specify if we
mean otherwise. In order to avoid confusion between the term JBoss, the application
server, and JBoss, the division of Red Hat, we use the term Red Hat to refer to the com-
pany that makes JBoss products. 

 JBoss AS is a Java Enterprise Edition 5 (Java EE 5)–compliant application server. A
Java application server standardizes the application development architecture. It does
this by defining several component models—standards that developers can use to
develop components. These components can be deployed into an application server
using a standard deployment model. When the components are running in the server,
the server provides a set of services that are made available to the components.

 The application component models include standards such as Enterprise Java-
Beans (EJBs), Java Server Pages (JSP), and servlets. Some examples of Java EE services
that are available to these components include remoting, security, transaction man-
agement, persistence, messaging, resource pooling, concurrency control, naming and
directory services, and deployment.

 An application server is a place to run your Java code. What do we mean by this?
Without an application server, you’d write your application code and start your appli-
cation using a main method. Somewhere in your application you’d need to start all
the various services that you might need to access (for example, a database connec-
tion pool; a transaction manager; clustering services; security services). The left side of
figure 1.1 shows an example of the code you’d have to write to start all the services
that you reference.

 The left side of the figure shows an application with domain code and code that
integrates into various frameworks that provide services to the domain code. In this
style, you write code to integrate with the various services and, perhaps, the servic-
es themselves.

 The right side of the figure shows how things work in an application server environ-
ment. With an application server, you write your application code using a standard com-
ponent model, package it into a standard archive format, and then deploy the archive
into the application server, which starts your application and all services that your

Figure 1.1 The left side shows an application that runs outside of an application server. 
The right side shows an application that plugs into the application server.
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application needs to access. Because you’re working within a standardized framework,
the services are typically made available to your code transparently. You only have to pro-
vide metadata—in the form of annotations or Extensible Markup Language (XML)—to
hook the services into your components; no code is typically necessary.

 Programming with the Java EE standard and using an application server can drasti-
cally reduce the amount of integration code and configuration that you’d otherwise
need. In addition, it often prevents you from having to write application services from
scratch. Java EE 5 defines many components and services; a list can be found on the
Sun website, http://java.sun.com/javaee/technologies/.

 Besides JBoss AS, Red Hat provides several software products that you can use
either on top of the application server or independently in your own application envi-
ronment. Let’s explore this set of products.

1.1.2 Exploring the JEMS lineup

JBoss AS is the core product in Red Hat’s suite of Java middleware products that they
collectively call the JBoss Enterprise Middleware Suite (JEMS). All the other JEMS
products integrate with the JBoss AS, and many of them can also run outside of the
application server in Java SE applications. Table 1.1 summarizes the various JEMS tech-
nologies and tells you where you can learn more about them.

Table 1.1 Technologies in Red Hat’s JEMS

Technology Summary Chapter(s)

JBoss 
Microcontainer

The configuration framework used to wire together JBoss AS services. The 
microcontainer can also be used as a general purpose dependency injection 
framework.

2

Hibernate An Object-Relational Mapping (ORM) tool used to implement the persistence 
portion of the EJB3 specification.

3, 7

JBoss SX A role-based declarative security service used by many JBoss AS services. 4, 6, 7, 8, 11

JBoss Web 
Server

A fast, native Web server that also enables usage of web technologies such as 
servlet, JSP, and JavaServer Faces (JSF).

5, 6, 12–13

EJB Server An implementation of the EJB3 specification. 7

JBoss Messaging A JSR-914–compliant Java Messaging Service (JMS) messaging server. 8

JBoss Portal A JSR-168–compliant portal server. 10–11

JBoss Clustering A self-forming clustering framework. 12–13

JBoss Cache A transactional, distributed, in-memory cache used by many JBoss AS services. 12–13

JBoss 
Transactions

A distributed transaction technology supporting Java EE, Common Object 
Request Broker Architecture (CORBA), and Web Services standards (formerly 
Arjuna Transaction Service Suite). The JBoss Transactions service is used by 
many JBoss AS services.

Not covered

JBoss Rules A JSR-94–compliant rules engine (formerly Drools). Not covered
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Many of these technologies are so involved that they warrant their own books. Unfor-
tunately, we can’t cover every technology listed in table 1.1; and those that we do
cover can only have one or two chapters dedicated to them. Most of this book focuses
on the core application server services and a subset of the most popular products that
build on top of it. While we’re on the topic of popularity, let’s talk about why JBoss AS
is so popular.

1.1.3 Why is JBoss AS so popular?

In addition to license costs, the real cost of adopting a new product is a function of
many things, including how long it takes to learn, how easy it is to use, the quality of
the product, and the quality of support. Companies pay for training and support, so
they can survive those last-minute issues that inevitably arise a week before a critical
release. Some people even view a free license as a con when evaluating products
because of stereotypes that open source software products are low-quality hacks that
ultimately result in high cost and risk for the company. “How could it possibly be good
if they’re giving it away for free?” some may ask.

 But JBoss AS doesn’t fit this stereotype. More and more companies are choosing
JBoss AS as a production application-server platform, and some research (such as that
from BZ Research) shows that JBoss AS is a market leader in the Java application server
space. Why is JBoss AS so popular?

NOTE Unfortunately, most major market-share research studies have excluded
Red Hat’s JBoss AS because they generate their statistics based on license
sales. Red Hat doesn’t charge per license for JBoss AS, making it difficult
to compare apples to apples. But a few survey-based research studies have
been done that show usage percentages that include JBoss AS. A Decem-
ber 2005 survey by BZ Research concludes that JBoss AS is tied for first
with IBM at about 37% each. BEA and Oracle follow at about 27% each.
(These numbers add up to more than 100% because some companies
use more than one brand of application server.)

We argue that it’s not only cost that makes JBoss AS so popular. The success of JBoss
AS is a result of producing a competitive product and being open source. You may

jBPM A full-featured business process management (workflow) engine. Not covered

Red Hat 
Developer Studio

A set of plug-ins that extends the Eclipse development platform to enable web 
application development.

Not covered

Seam An application integration framework that can reduce boilerplate code used to 
write many web applications. This framework is the underpinning of the pro-
posed WebBeans Java specification (JSR 299).

Not covered

JBoss AOP An aspect-oriented-programming framework. Not covered

Table 1.1 Technologies in Red Hat’s JEMS (continued)

Technology Summary Chapter(s)
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wonder how one Java EE–compliant application server can compete with another.
They’re all following the same specification, so how can one be better than another?
The same ways that 802.11-compliant wireless router manufacturers and HDTV manu-
facturers compete: price, features that go above and beyond those defined in the spec-
ification, ease of use, time to market, and support.

 The Java EE specification standardizes many things, but not everything. JBoss AS
has many easy-to-use features that go above and beyond the Java EE specification. For
example, setting up a JBoss AS cluster requires minimal configuration. JBoss AS is also
good at staying ahead of the curve when new technology specifications come out. For
example, JBoss AS has had support for Java SE 5.0 and EJB3 since 2005, while other
major players dragged their feet for two or more years.

 JBoss AS also has the advantage of being an open source software application. What
advantages does Red Hat’s open source model give JBoss AS over other proprietary
application servers? Consider this: A programmer can download JBoss AS, install it,
start it, and deploy an application into it in under 10 minutes, all without worrying
about obtaining a license. Programmers find that it’s easy to experiment with JBoss AS
and learn how to use it. They also love the fact that it’s free. Many have never used
JBoss AS on a production application but have tinkered around with it out of curiosity
or for side projects. They often use JBoss AS to learn how to do Java EE development at
home, even though their work environment may be running on a proprietary applica-
tion server.

 Programmers are able not only to play around with JBoss AS but also to have a view
into the JBoss AS project’s transparent development process. They can view the bug-
tracking database, read about designs for upcoming features, and look through the
developer forums to see what the lead developers of the different product modules
are discussing. They can also look through the code to understand it, to debug issues,
or to learn how JBoss AS works. Best of all, they can contribute to the process on sev-
eral different levels. They can report, comment on, and discuss issues with the devel-
opers who are working on them. If there’s a bug in a feature of JBoss AS that they’re
using, they can patch it and submit it for acceptance into a future release. Or, if
they’re particularly devoted, they can become regular contributors and take on pro-
gramming tasks.

 Because of the participatory nature of open source, large communities form around
such popular products. JBoss AS has a large, international community that provides sup-
port through user groups, forums, and wikis. It’s often easier to find this type of free
public support for large open source applications than it is for proprietary applications.
Because popular open source products like JBoss AS have a user base that’s significantly
larger and more involved than proprietary competitors, bugs are often found and
patched faster in open source applications than in proprietary applications. 

 JBoss AS isn’t the only open source application server out there. Other open source
application servers include WebSphere Community Edition (CE), Geronimo, and
GlassFish. All of these have their pros and cons. WebSphere CE and Geronimo are
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both generally behind the pack as far as adoption of new technologies and specifica-
tions, but they do offer strong administration consoles. GlassFish is another Java EE
5–compliant application server, but JBoss AS has been around longer and is consid-
ered to be a more mature product in several areas. 

 Okay, that’s enough philosophizing about the virtues of open source. After all,
we’re geeks and we just want to dive in and start using the technology. 

1.2 Installing JBoss Application Server
Installing JBoss AS is simple. When you go to the JBoss AS download site, you have the
option to download JBoss AS as a zip file or to install it using an installation wizard,
called the JEMS Installer. The fastest and easiest way to install JBoss AS is to download
the binary distribution and unzip it to a directory on your machine. This isn’t a bad
thing to do if you’re trying to get a running application server quickly—what the stan-
dard installation is intentionally designed for. But this is at the cost of having an instal-
lation with all security turned off, and many development-centric features (such as hot
deployment) turned on. If you go this route, you have to secure and customize your
server’s configuration when you’re ready to put your server into production.

 As we discuss in section 1.3.6, JBoss AS is built on a modular architecture that
allows you to run only the particular services that you need for your application envi-
ronment. Using the JEMS Installer allows you to select only the services that you want
running in your server. As we discuss in chapter 15, you can remove services manually
(called slimming the server), but the installer can make it easier because you don’t
have to keep track of which services have dependencies on other services. The
installer also allows you to secure the prepackaged management applications that ship
with JBoss AS.

 Whether you use the installer or install JBoss AS from the binary distribution, the nice
thing about the JBoss AS installation is that there are no hidden files or settings that end
up in places that you don’t know about—such as the system registry in Windows. JBoss
AS and all of its configuration files are contained entirely under a single directory struc-
ture. If you want to uninstall JBoss AS, you delete the entire directory structure. If you
want to move the installation somewhere else, you move the entire directory structure.
After you have a customized configuration on one machine, it’s best to duplicate the
existing configuration on other development or production machines rather than try-
ing to manually re-create the configuration or trying to rerun the installer.

 As we’ll discuss in section 1.3.8, one of the best things to do is to version-control
the entire server structure (or at least the configuration directory). If you choose to
use the installer, our recommendation is to use it to install JBoss AS on a single
machine, customize the server’s configuration, version-control the configuration, and
then check out the latest configuration on other machines. This helps you ensure that
your server configuration is exactly the same across installations.

 In this section, we’ll discuss how to prepare for installing JBoss AS and how to
install JBoss AS using either the binary distribution or the installer.
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1.2.1 Preparing for the installation

If you have the Java Development Kit (JDK) or Java Runtime Environment (JRE)
installed, you’re pretty much ready to run JBoss AS. Previous versions of JBoss AS
required a JDK because it comes with a Java compiler whereas the JRE doesn’t. JBoss AS
needs a compiler in order to dynamically compile JSP files at runtime. JBoss AS 5 now
ships with a library called the Eclipse JDT (from Eclipse IDE fame) that can compile
Java code at runtime; therefore, a JDK isn’t required to run JBoss AS 5. That being said,
if you install JBoss AS 5 in a development environment, you may need a JDK installed
on your machine to develop Java applications if you don’t use an IDE, like Eclipse,
with its own compiler library.

 Most people use Sun’s Software Development Kit (SDK), but we discuss how to
select a different platform in chapter 15. After installing the JRE or the SDK, the only
other thing you need to remember to do is set up an environment variable called
JAVA_HOME that points to the root directory of your SDK or JRE installation. Depending
on how you installed the SDK or JRE, you may already have this environment variable
configured. In that case, you’re good to go. If you don’t, you’ll have to learn how to set
environment variables for your OS.

 For Windows XP systems, right-click My Computer and select the Properties option
from the context menu (or hold the Windows key down and press the Pause/Break
button). After the System Properties window comes up, click the Advanced tab and
then Environment Variables. Figure 1.2 shows you the applicable screens. Setting envi-
ronment variables on most other versions of Windows is similar to Windows XP.

Figure 1.2 You can use the Environment Variables dialog under Windows XP’s System 
Properties to configure the JAVA_HOME environment variable.
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For UNIX-type systems, add a set command to the startup script that sets up your envi-
ronment. You might also have to export it, as follows:

set JAVA_HOME=/usr/home/jdk1.5.0 
export JAVA_HOME

After setting the JAVA_HOME directory, you can download either the binaries or the
installer for JBoss AS from the JBoss website.

1.2.2 Installing from the binary distribution

Installing from the binary distribution is easy because there’s no installation; first, you
download the distribution archive (a zip file), and then you unzip it into a directory.
That’s all that you need to do. You can download the binary distribution from http://
labs.jboss.com/jbossas/downloads. If you want to jump ahead, you can start the server
by going into the bin directory and executing either the run.bat for Windows or the
run.sh for UNIX. On UNIX you may have to make the shell scripts executable first.

 JBoss runs on top of a Java Virtual Machine (JVM), but some things are done better
with native operating system functionality. For example, web pages can generally be
served with better performance when using native libraries. Running an application
as an operating-system service is also more easily accomplished with native support.
For these things, JBoss provides a supplementary library called JBoss Native that can
be downloaded and unzipped into your application server’s bin directory. You can
download JBoss Native from http://labs.jboss.com/jbossweb/downloads/.

 See the references section at the end of this chapter for links to the JBoss wiki that
explain how you can use the JBoss Native library.

1.2.3 Using the JEMS Installer

To download the installer, go to http://labs.jboss.com/jemsinstaller/. From that page
you should be able to download the latest JEMS Installer, which comes in the form of
an executable JAR file. If your OS’s window manager is configured correctly, you can
start the installer by double-clicking the JAR file. Otherwise, you may have to specify a
program to open it with or execute the JAR from the command line as follows (substi-
tuting your specific file version in for the X.X.X):

java –jar jems-installer-X.X.X.jar 

Because we’re not sure exactly what the order of the screens will be in the JBoss AS 5
installer, we’ll just cover some basic things that should be available. First, you should
be able to specify an installation directory. Everything that gets installed is relative to
this directory; like in the binary installation, you don’t have to worry about configura-
tion files and libraries being placed in various places throughout your system. If you
install to a Windows machine, the installation path defaults to C:\Program Files (with
a space). If you’ve been programming in Java for a while, you’ve likely been burned
once or twice by libraries or code that had problems working with paths that include
spaces. We recommend, out of sheer paranoia, that you change this default to point to
a directory that has no spaces in its name.
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You should also be able to pick the type of server configuration that you want to
install, as shown in figure 1.3. A configuration is a set of services that runs in your server.
You’ll notice that you have several configurations to choose from. After you select the
configuration, you’re given a list of services (called packs in the installer) with check
boxes next to them. You can use these check boxes to enable or disable individual ser-
vices. The installer should also allow you to specify a name for you configuration. We
talk about server configurations more in section 1.3.6.

 If you know what type of database you’re going to use, you should be able to con-
figure a data source. This allows you to enter all of your data source driver and con-
nection information and generate a –ds.xml file in your deploy directory. We discuss
data sources in chapter 3.

 Another thing you should be able to configure with the installer is deployment iso-
lation (also called call-by-value semantics). If you plan on loading different versions of
the same class files in different applications running within the application server,
then you might want to enable deployment isolation, which causes JBoss AS to keep

Note
At the time of writing this book, the installer was unavailable for JBoss AS 5 CR1. We
anticipate that the installer will be available with the general availability (GA) release
of JBoss AS 5. We assume, based on conversations with the folks at Red Hat, that
the installer won’t change much between JBoss AS 4 and JBoss AS 5. Also note that
JBoss AS 4 didn’t include the JBoss Web Server as a web container; it used Tomcat.
The difference is that the JBoss Web Server can be configured to use the JBoss Na-
tive library for your OS to make the server run faster. The JBoss AS 5 installer may
automatically detect your OS and install the appropriate JBoss Native library. Be-
cause the installer was not available, we don’t cover the installation of the JBoss Na-
tive library in this book.

Figure 1.3 Prepared 
configurations available 
through the installer
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individual class-loading caches for each application and search those caches first
before going to the global class-loading repository. This may cause a performance
decrease, so you may want to consider running different application server instances
for applications that need separate class loaders. If you don’t enable this feature, you
can still configure an individual application to have an isolated class loader. We take
an in-depth look at class loading and how to configure it in chapter 3 (section 3.2).

 Another thing you should be able to configure is security. The installer should let
you disable or secure various services such as the JMX management consoles and the
HTTP tunneling service. By default, most services and applications aren’t secured but
should be before going to production. We talk about this more in chapter 15.

 Whether you’ve used the binary distribution or the installer, all your JBoss AS files
are under one installation directory. If you look in this directory, you’ll see that the file
structure for the installation is straightforward. Let’s walk through it.

1.3 Exploring the installation
All files needed to start and use JBoss AS exist in a single direc-
tory structure. Understanding the directory structure makes
configuration and deployment easier. It also lays a foundation
for the rest of the book, so let’s explore it.

 Figure 1.4 shows the top-level JBoss AS directory structure.
 Throughout the rest of the book, we refer to directories

under this structure relative to the root directory. For exam-
ple, there’s a directory called default under the server direc-
tory in figure 1.4. The default directory has a directory called
deploy. We refer to that directory as server/default/deploy.

 Let’s delve into the contents of each of these directories.

1.3.1 The bin directory

The bin directory contains all the binaries and scripts that you need to start and stop
JBoss AS. Section 1.4 covers the details of how to start and stop the server. The scripts
are all available in both the Windows .bat format and the UNIX .sh format.

 This directory also contains other scripts used for various purposes. Table 1.2 lists
these other scripts and tells you where we talk about them.

Table 1.2 Scripts that are available in the bin directory

Script Description

twiddle A command line Java Management Extension (JMX) client. 
We discuss this further in chapter 2 (section 2.3.2) and 
chapter 3 (section 3.1.1)

probe A utility used for discovering JBoss AS clusters. We don’t 
discuss this particular script elsewhere in the book.

Figure 1.4 The top-level 
directories in the JBoss 
AS directory structure
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1.3.2 The client directory

The client directory contains libraries that you may need to communicate with JBoss
AS from a client application. These libraries aren’t loaded by the server directly but by
client programs running in a different JVM process than JBoss AS. These applications
are often called standalone clients or remote clients. Standalone clients include most cli-
ent applications (excluding web browsers). Some examples of remote clients include
standalone GUI clients (for example, Swing; Abstract Windows Toolkit, or AWT; and
Standard Widget Toolkit, or SWT), remote Web Services clients, remote web contain-
ers (like a standalone instance of Tomcat), and JMS clients. Remote clients typically
call EJBs, Web Services, or JMS queues and topics that are running on the server.

 The libraries in the server’s client directory are used by standalone clients to make
remote calls to JBoss AS possible. Many web applications never use the libraries in the
client directory. This is because the client libraries are generally for remote access to a
server. In many web applications, the web-tier code and the EJB code are often collo-
cated in the same server and share the same set of server libraries. Web browsers can
communicate with the web tier over HTTP and don’t need any of the client libraries
packaged with JBoss AS. The web tier can then communicate with the EJB server mak-
ing local calls because they’re both running in the same JVM instance.

 If you’re running a standalone client application, you have to determine which librar-
ies you need and make them available in your standalone client application’s CLASSPATH
environment variable. Some people choose to include all the Java Archive (JAR) files that
are in the client directory in their client class path, whether they need them all or not.
This often involves copying them all into the client application’s packaging structure or
pointing the class path to a JBoss AS installation on the machine with the client code.
Another way to do this is to use the jbossall-client.jar JAR file in the client directory. This
JAR file contains a META-INF/Manifest.mf file that contains class path references to all
the client JAR files, so you only have to include a single client JAR file in your class path.
But keep in mind that some IDEs don’t handle class path references well (or at all.)

 If you don’t want to use all the client libraries, you have to rely on your compiler to
determine what compile-time class dependencies you have and include the appropriate
JAR files from the client directory that have those class files. In addition to the compile-
time dependencies, you may also have some runtime dependencies. Those usually sur-
face in the form of a stack trace when you first start your application or while you’re test-
ing it. You also have to find the appropriate JAR files for the runtime dependencies and
add them to your client’s runtime class path. If you need some help locating the JAR file

wsconsume
wsprovide
wsrunclient
wstools

A series used for Web Services. We talk about these fur-
ther in chapter 9 (section 9.2.2).

Table 1.2 Scripts that are available in the bin directory (continued)

Script Description
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containing a specific class, chapter 3 (section 3.3.1) introduces a utility that can help
with this. Again, you might choose to package the libraries that you depend on in your
client application’s packaging structure or point your class path to a local JBoss AS
install on the machine running the client code.

1.3.3 The docs directory

Contrary to many people’s first assumptions, there are no user manuals, reference
guides, or javadocs for the application server in the docs directory. These have to be
downloaded from the jboss.com website as referenced at the end of this chapter. The
docs directory contains the following:

■ Document Type Definition (DTD) files and XML schemas for the configuration
files that JBoss AS uses

■ Configuration examples for various J2EE and JBoss AS services
■ Licenses for various libraries included in JBoss AS
■ Unit test results from the tests run against the server for the particular release

One popular directory under this structure is the docs/examples/jca directory. This
directory contains examples of different data source configuration files for different
databases. For example, if you’re using the MySQL database, you can copy the mysql-ds.
xml file from this directory into the server/xxx/deploy directory and modify the data
source configuration as described in chapter 3 (section 3.4.1). This will make a MySQL
data source available for access in JBoss AS’s Java Naming and Directory Interface
(JNDI) server.

1.3.4 The lib directory

The lib directory contains libraries that JBoss AS needs to start the core application
server. You shouldn’t need to put anything in this directory. If you have a library that
you want to share across the application server, you can put the library in the lib direc-
tory for your server configuration (under the server directory). We talk about this
directory further in section 1.3.7.

1.3.5 The server directory

No files exist directly in the server folder, but the directory has one or more subdirec-
tories. Each subdirectory contains what is called a server configuration. When you start
JBoss AS, you start a particular server configuration. Each configuration contains a set
of services and applications that are started when the server starts.

 Other application servers have a fixed set of services that run when you start them;
but with JBoss AS, you can configure your application server to be as big or as small
as you want it to be by adding or removing different services and applications from
your configuration.

 Each configuration directory has several subdirectories, the main ones being conf,
lib, and deploy. Let’s try to understand server configurations a little better, and then
we’ll explore the configuration structure in section 1.3.7.
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1.3.6 Understanding server configurations

Many of the leading proprietary application servers come with a fixed set of services
that can’t be extended or reduced. JBoss AS, on the other hand, isn’t an application
server with a fixed set of services. JBoss AS is designed to be as big or as small as you
want it to be. At its core, JBoss AS is a microcontainer, the foundation architecture into
which you can plug only the services that your applications need, gaining the advan-
tage of running fewer components on the server. This reduces your server’s memory
footprint and allows it to start, and perhaps run, faster. Running fewer services also
means that you can have less concern for security vulnerabilities due to services that
bind to ports on your machine.

 Figure 1.5 shows you how the microcontainer runs on top of the JVM and how the
various application-server services plug in to the microcontainer. Application code
then gets deployed into the server and uses the various services.

 When you start JBoss AS, you’re always starting a server configuration. A server config-
uration is a directory structure under the application server’s server directory that
contains code, libraries, and configuration files for a set of services and applications
that run when the server starts.

 JBoss AS provides you with server configurations that you can use as starting points.
You want to pick a server configuration that’s closest to your needs and then add,
remove, and configure services as necessary. Some of the features that ship with the
standard installation are less used and more often removed. We talk about how to
remove these services in chapter 15 when we talk about slimming, or reducing the size
of, the server.

 The binary distribution of JBoss AS comes with three configurations: default, minimal,
and all. The root of each configuration is a subdirectory under the server directory in
the JBoss AS directory structure. As we discuss in section 1.4, when you start JBoss AS
using the start script, it starts the default configuration unless you specify otherwise.

 Table 1.3 summarizes the three configurations that are available with the binary
JBoss AS distribution.

Figure 1.5 Services running on top of the microcontainer
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The configurations that come with the binary distribution can—and should—be cus-
tomized. The installer creates a customized configuration. We discuss customizing the
configuration in section 1.3.8.

 Throughout the book we refer to files that could be in one or more server configu-
rations. If a file can only be found in a specific server configuration, we refer to that
configuration specifically. For example, the following file can only be found in the all
server configuration:

 server/all/deploy/cluster/cluster-jboss-beans.xml

If the file can be found in multiple server configurations, then we use an xxx in place
of the server configuration directory when we refer to it. For example, the following
file can be found in the default and the all configurations:

 server/xxx/deploy/hsqldb-ds.xml

Now that you understand what the configurations are, let’s take a look at what the
directory structure for a configuration looks like.

1.3.7 Exploring the configuration structure

There are four main directories under each configu-
ration: conf, deploy, deployers, and lib. Figure 1.6
shows the structure of the default configuration.

 In addition to the directories shown in figure 1.6,
the first time you start a configuration, JBoss AS cre-
ates several additional directories that contain tempo-
rary files and log files. These generated directories are
data, log, tmp, and work. Let’s walk through each of
the existing and generated directories to see what’s
inside them.
THE CONF DIRECTORY

Each configuration has a conf directory that holds files used for server-wide configura-
tion. Some of the important files that you may need to modify are listed in table 1.4.

 This directory is only scanned once, during the server’s boot sequence, so any
changes that you make here aren’t picked up until you restart the server.

Table 1.3 The three server configurations that ship with the binary distribution of JBoss AS

Configuration Description

default Includes all necessary services to bring up a fully compliant Java EE 5 server. 
This configuration doesn’t include clustering services.

minimal Starts a minimal set of services including the microcontainer, some deployers, 
and the JNDI service.

all Starts all services that ship with JBoss AS, including the clustering services.

Figure 1.6 The directory structure 
of a server configuration before 
starting the server for the first time. 
After you start the server for the 
first time, several temporary 
directories are additionally created.
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THE DEPLOY DIRECTORY

The deploy directory is where applications and services are deployed. This is where
you can deploy any application packages—for example, JAR, Web Archive (WAR), or
Enterprise Archive (EAR)—that you create. It also means that many services that are
running in your server configuration are deployed in this directory.

 Deploying applications into JBoss AS involves copying them into the deploy direc-
tory. JBoss AS detects deployments made to this directory while the server is run-
ning and dynamically deploys the applications to the server. We discuss this further in
chapter 3.
THE DEPLOYERS DIRECTORY

The deployers directory contains all the JBoss AS services that are used to recognize
and deploy different application and archive types. For example, the ejb3.deployer
directory contains libraries and configuration files necessary for starting the service
that deploys EJB3 applications that you deploy into the deploy directory. We talk about
deployers in chapter 3.
THE LIB DIRECTORY

The lib directory holds server libraries that are shared across all services and applica-
tions within a configuration. If you have a library that you want to share across multi-
ple applications within your server, this is a good place to put it. A common example
of a library that you’d want to share in this fashion is a database driver. If your library
is pertinent to a single application, then you might decide to package it with your
application archive.
THE GENERATED DIRECTORIES

JBoss AS generates several directories the first time you start a configuration. These
directories are as follows:

■ data—Used by services and applications that need to write to the file system for
storing temporary data. One of the main things that uses this directory is the
Hypersonic SQL Database (HSQL DB), which is the default data source that’s
configured in JBoss AS.

■ log—Holds three log files: boot.log, server.log, and audit.log. The boot.log file
is a temporary log file used to do logging from the time JBoss AS starts until
the logging service is enabled, giving you a view into errors that may occur

Table 1.4 Some of the main configuration files found in the server/xxx/conf directory

File Description

bootstrap.xml Defines core microcontainer services that start when the server first starts

jboss-service.xml Defines core JMX services that start when the server first starts

jboss-log4j.xml Configures logging, which we discuss further in chapter 2

login-config.xml Configures authentication and authorization modules for security, which we 
describe in chapter 4

standardjboss.xml Used to configure the various EJB containers, which we talk about in chapter 7 
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before the logging service has had a chance to start. The server.log file is the
log file that log4j (the main logging service of JBoss AS) is configured to write
to. We discuss logging and log4j more in chapter 2. The audit.log file can be
found under this directory’s security subdirectory. The security service logs all
security-related log files to this file to make it easier to audit security error.

■ tmp—Stores temporary data by various services.
■ work—Used by JBoss Web Server (the web container that comes prepackaged

with JBoss AS) to store compiled JSP files and other temporary data. 

1.3.8 Customizing your configuration

If you use the installer, you inherently create your own cus-
tomized configuration, albeit one that you’ll likely config-
ure further after the installation process is complete. As we
discussed earlier, while you’re going through the installer,
you can select a name for your customized configuration.
We recommend changing the name to something other
than default to communicate the fact that the configuration
that you’ve created isn’t the default server configuration.

 If you’ve manually installed JBoss AS using the binary distribution, you can create
your own configuration by making a copy of one of the prepackaged configuration
directories under the server directory. For example, you could copy the default directory
(and all of its contents recursively) to a directory called custom, as shown in figure 1.7.

 This copy can then be modified by changing configuration files or adding and
removing applications and services that you may or may not need. Using one of the
prepackaged configurations is the quickest way to get up and running, but they have
settings that may not be desired in a production environment. For example, a secured
management console might slow you down in a development environment, so security
is disabled by default; but, you should secure or disable the management consoles
when you go into production.

 A version control system is a great tool for managing, backing up, and replicating
your configuration because it prevents you from having to manually install and custom-
ize a configuration in order to run an application in a new environment. Some teams
choose to version-control the entire JBoss AS distribution rather than only the configu-
ration directory. This isn’t a bad idea because you can ensure that any new machine that
you set up has exactly the same environment as that in which you performed your devel-
opment and testing. Having the entire JBoss AS distribution in version control also lets
you go back to old labels that may have run on old versions of JBoss AS.

 Many teams keep parallel configuration structures for different environments. You
can also create variables for parameters in your configuration that JBoss AS will fill in
with system properties provided on the command line or in properties files. We talk
about this more in chapter 2.

 Now that you have a good background on the contents of the JBoss AS installation,
let’s learn how you can start and stop the application server.

Figure 1.7 To create 
a custom configuration, 
start by copying one of the 
prepackaged configurations 
under the server directory.
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1.4 Starting and stopping the server
After installing JBoss AS, you can open a console window on your computer and navi-
gate to the bin directory to run the scripts that allow you to start and stop your server.
During development, you’ll likely start and stop the server from a console window
periodically as you make configuration changes. Running in the console window
allows you to see logging information as the server starts and runs.

 After your application is in a production environment, you don’t want the server to
go down when you accidentally close a console window or log off a user. In this case,
you want to run JBoss AS as a process that runs in the background on your operating
platform. In a Windows environment, this is known as running the server as a Windows
Service. In UNIX, this is known as running it as a daemon. We show you how to do this in
chapter 15.

 Let’s discuss how to start the application server.

1.4.1 Starting the server

To start JBoss AS using the default configuration, open a command window and navi-
gate to the bin directory, and then issue the following command:

./run.sh
run.bat

After running the start script, the server logs quite a few messages to the console window.
The tail end of the console output should look similar to what is shown in listing 1.1.

16:59:55,102 INFO  [TomcatDeployment] deploy, ctxPath=/, vfsUrl=ROOT.war
16:59:56,258 INFO  [Http11Protocol] Starting Coyote HTTP/1.1 on http-

127.0.0.1-8080
16:59:56,414 INFO  [AjpProtocol] Starting Coyote AJP/1.3 on ajp-127.0.0.1-

8009
16:59:56,430 INFO  [ServerImpl] JBoss (Microcontainer) [5.0.0.CR1 (build: 

SVNTag=JBoss_5_0_0_CR1 date=200806301254)] Started in 1m:57s:188ms

The last line of the output indicates that the server has started and tells you how
long it took to start. This doesn’t necessarily mean that every application and service
was started successfully. Scrolling back through the output might yield a stack trace
or some warn-level or error-level log messages. At this point, with a standard install,
there should be no error messages or stack traces when you start JBoss AS. As you
can see, it starts relatively quickly when there are no user applications deployed to
the server.

NOTE The startup time on JBoss 5.0.0 CR1 was about 54 seconds on a dual-core
Intel machine with 2 gigs of RAM that was running Windows. The startup
time for JBoss 4.2 was less than 20 seconds. We anticipate that the startup
time will improve significantly with either the GA version of JBoss AS 5 or
one of the first minor releases that comes out shortly after.

Listing 1.1 Output from starting the default configuration

On UNIX
On Windows
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When you try to bring JBoss AS up in a console window, we highly recommend that
you bring up the console window first, navigate to the bin directory, and then execute
the start script from within a console window. We don’t recommend starting any of the
scripts in the bin directory by double-clicking them from a GUI.

 There are two primary reasons for avoiding this. First, during development, it’s
useful to see log messages and standard output in a console window. Double-clicking
the script may cause it to run without a console window (depending on the way your
environment is set up). This means you’d have to pull up the log file in a separate con-
sole window or text editor and make sure you have a way to refresh the log file as it’s
appended to—a popular UNIX command to use is tail. Many text editors also have
auto-refresh features that detect if the file has been updated and automatically scroll
to the bottom of the file.

 The second disadvantage to double-clicking the start script from a GUI is that, even
if a console window does come up in your environment, terminating the server pro-
cess may cause the console window to close immediately. This prevents you from
scrolling through the console window history to read logging and console output. If
you bring up a console window and start the server by manually executing the script,
terminating the process will merely take you back to the command prompt, allowing
you to still scroll through the history.

 Another thing that you may want to do is increase the scroll buffer (sometimes called
the screen buffer) on your console window. This tells the console window how much his-
tory to keep as the screen fills up and starts scrolling. Sometimes error messages are
accompanied by long stack traces. If your buffer size is inadequate, the beginning
of your stack trace may scroll out of your buffer, causing much frustration and hair
pulling. If you can afford the memory, set the limit to be infinite or the maximum pos-
sible (9999 lines on Windows). But don’t panic if important log information scrolls off
the screen because you can always pull up the server log file to look back at your out-
put. The logs are in the log directory of the server configuration, which we discussed
in section 1.3.7. We talk about how to configure logging in chapter 2. 

 In this section, we’ve explored how to start the default configuration. If you create
a configuration using a different name or want to run a different prepackaged config-
uration, you’ll have to specify the configuration name when you run the start script.
Let’s take a look.

1.4.2 Starting an alternative configuration

To start JBoss AS with a configuration other than the default configuration, you have
to provide the -c parameter to the start script. For example, you start the all configu-
ration as follows:

./run.sh -c all
run.bat –c all

This causes JBoss AS to read all the configuration files it needs from the server’s server/
all directory. It writes any temporary files to directories under the configuration as well.

On UNIX
On Windows
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TIP Many people initially assume that they can bring up multiple instances
of JBoss AS on the same machine by starting two different server config-
urations in different console windows. Although you do have to start dif-
ferent server configurations, you also have to worry about what OS ports
the different services bind to and make sure that they don’t conflict. We
talk about how to bring up multiple nodes on the same machine in
chapter 15.

Now that you’ve seen how to start both the default configuration and an alternative
configuration, let’s talk about how to verify that the server is running properly. 

1.4.3 Verifying that the server is running

The last line of the output after running the start script gives you an indication that the
server has started. Another way to see the application server in action is to navigate to
http://localhost:8080/. Figure 1.8 shows you this page, which contains links to useful
online resources and some of the prepackaged applications that ship with JBoss AS.

 The JBoss Online Resources section gives you a list of useful links from the JBoss AS
website. If you have questions about JBoss AS, these are generally good places to
look—but only after looking through your copy of JBoss in Action, of course.

When JBoss AS starts up, it binds to localhost by default. Older versions of
JBoss would bind to the address 0.0.0.0. Because of this change, you can’t
access JBoss AS locally by using your machine name. For example, to ver-
ify the server is running, you can’t go to http://myhostname:8080; you
have to go to http://localhost:8080 or http://127.0.0.1:8080. You can
also bind your server to a specific IP address when it starts up. See chap-
ter 15 for further discussion on binding.

Figure 1.8 You can see 
the Welcome page from 
a web browser after the 
server starts.

WARNING
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The JBoss Management section gives you links to different web-based management
applications that come prepackaged with JBoss AS. The Tomcat Status web application
gives you status information on the JBoss Web Server, which is built on top of Tomcat.
We talk about the JBoss Web Server in chapter 5. The JMX Console gives you a view
into the services and applications running on JBoss AS. If you click the JMX Console
link, you can try it out. We discuss the JMX Console application in detail in chapter 2.

 Now you know how to start the server and verify that it’s running. Let’s learn how
to shut it down.

1.4.4 Stopping the server

Shutting down JBoss AS is as easy as starting it. The shutdown scripts are also in the bin
directory. To shutdown JBoss AS, you can run the following command:

> ./shutdown.sh -S
> shutdown.bat -S

If you run JBoss AS in a console window, you have to bring up another console window
to execute the shutdown script. If you don’t run as a service, you can easily kill the pro-
cess from the command window by issuing a termination command (Ctrl-C in most
OSs). When you do this, JBoss AS executes the same shutdown thread that gets exe-
cuted by running the shutdown script.

1.5 Deploying to the server
Now you know how to install, start, and stop JBoss AS. But what good is an application
server with no applications? After you’ve written an application, you have to know how
to put it into the application server. This is called deploying an application to the appli-
cation server. Deploying and undeploying applica-
tions in JBoss AS can be done entirely through
filesystem operations. To deploy an application
you copy it (or move it) into the deploy directory of
the server configuration in which you want the
application to run. To undeploy an application,
you remove it from the deploy directory. Figure 1.9
shows you where the deploy directory is relative to
the server’s default configuration.

NOTE Unfortunately, one thing that JBoss AS truly lacks is a good administrative
console. Most things in JBoss AS are accomplished through filesystem or
JMX operations. For example, configuration changes are made by chang-
ing flat text files, and you deploy and undeploy through filesystem copy
and delete operations or through JMX operations. This can be disheart-
ening for those who lean on GUIs to guide them through these things.
Many JBoss AS proponents argue that you don’t need the GUI because
many activities can be automated by using scripts or build tools that hook
into JBoss AS using filesystem or JMX operations.

On UNIX
On Windows

Figure 1.9 You can deploy 
an application to the server by 
copying it into the deploy directory, 
and you can remove an application by 
deleting it from the deploy directory.
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You can deploy applications to JBoss AS even while it’s running; the application server
dynamically picks up deployments. In chapter 3, we explore ways to configure the fre-
quency and location at which deployments are scanned.

 If you don’t have a good grasp on how deployment works, don’t worry; chapter 3 is
entirely devoted to deployment. At this point we want to get you up and running, so
we’re more interested in how to deploy an application.

 Let’s walk through a step-by-step example in which we’ll build and deploy a simple
Hello World! web application into JBoss AS. After deploying the application, we’ll ver-
ify that the deployment worked by accessing the application through a web browser.
The first thing you need to do is build the application.

1.5.1 Creating the application

The Hello World! application is so simple
that it requires only two files: a servlet class
and a web configuration file. First, create a
directory called helloWorldBuild where
you’ll build and stage the application. Make
this directory structure look like figure 1.10.

 Listing 1.2 shows you the source for the
HelloWorldServlet.java class. Create this
class, and put it in the directory structure,
as shown in figure 1.10.

package com.manning.jbia.intro;
import java.io.IOException;
import java.io.PrintWriter;
import javax.servlet.ServletException;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpSession;
@SuppressWarnings("serial")
public class HelloWorldServlet extends HttpServlet
{
  @Override
  public void service( HttpServletRequest request,
                       HttpServletResponse response )
         throws ServletException, IOException {
    PrintWriter out = response.getWriter();
    out.println( "<html><body>Hello World!</body></html>" );
    out.close();
  }
}

This file merely prints out the words Hello World! in the body of an HTML page that’s
sent to the user in response to any call to the servlet. The other file that you need to
create is the standard deployment descriptor, web.xml, a configuration file that JBoss

Listing 1.2 The source code for the HelloWorldServlet.java servlet

Figure 1.10 The contents of the directory 
structure you’ll use to build the Hello World! 
application.
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AS uses when deploying the web application. Listing 1.3 shows you what the web.xml
file looks like for our application.

<web-app version="2.5"
         xmlns="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee" 
         xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
         xsi:schemaLocation="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee 
             http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee/web-app_2_5.xsd">
  <servlet>
    <servlet-name>Hello Servlet</servlet-name>
    <servlet-class>
       com.manning.jbia.intro.HelloWorldServlet</servlet-class>
  </servlet>
  <servlet-mapping>
    <servlet-name>Hello Servlet</servlet-name>
    <url-pattern>/sayhello</url-pattern>
  </servlet-mapping>
</web-app>

Again, create this file, and put it in the directory structure, as shown in figure 1.10.
After all the files are in place, pull up a console window, and go to the helloWorldBuild
directory. In that directory, execute the following command to build the servlet class
(use backslashes if you’re running Windows):

javac -classpath [path-to-jboss]/server/default/lib/servlet-api.jar -d 

➥helloapp.war/WEB-INF/classes src/com/manning/jbia/intro/*

Make sure that you replace [path-to-jboss] with the path to your JBoss AS installa-
tion. After this command runs, the WEB-INF/classes directory should contain the com-
piled HelloWorldServlet.class file (under its appropriate package).

 At this point, the application is built, and you can deploy it into the application
server. Let’s see how.

1.5.2 Deploying the application

Before deploying the application, pull up another
console window and start JBoss AS, as described in
section 1.4.1. After the server has started, place the
console window so that it’s visible in the background
of your screen because you’ll want to see what hap-
pens in the server when the application is deployed.

 The helloapp.war directory is an exploded web
application package structure. We talk about archived
and exploded packaging in chapter 3. You can move
this entire directory structure into the deploy directory.
You can do this manually through your OS’s GUI by
dragging and dropping the entire directory structure
as shown in figure 1.11. 

Listing 1.3 The code for the web.xml file

Figure 1.11 You can deploy the 
sample application by moving the 
helloapp.war directory into the 
deploy directory under the default 
server configuration in JBoss AS.
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Remember to keep the JBoss AS server console visible as you do this so that you can
see the output when the deployment occurs.

TIP When you copy an application into the server as an exploded directory
structure, it’s possible for the deployment descriptor to get copied before
all the application resources are copied. This can be bad because JBoss AS
triggers deployments based on detection of or updates to the deployment
descriptor; so, the server may try to deploy an incomplete application. On
some OSs, you can avoid this by doing a move rather than a copy because
a move is treated as an atomic operation. That means that none of the files
is made available until all of them are available. If the server does try to
deploy a partially-copied application, then you can redeploy it by updating
the appropriate deployment descriptor as we discuss in chapter 3.

You should see some messages in the server console that indicate that JBoss AS auto-
matically detected that the application was put into the deploy directory and deployed
it. The console should displayed something like the following:

08:36:07,687 INFO  [TomcatDeployment] deploy, ctxPath=/helloapp, 
vfsUrl=helloapp.war

Now pull up a web browser and navigate to the following URL:
 http://localhost:8080/helloapp/sayhello

The page that pulls up should have the output shown in figure 1.12.

Now that you know how to deploy the sample application into the application, let’s try
to undeploy the application.

1.5.3 Undeploying the application

Undeploying an application is as simple as deploying it. We delete the archive file or
exploded directory from the deploy directory. If you delete the helloapp.war file from
the server/default/deploy directory while the server is still running, you’ll see the fol-
lowing console output:

13:27:40,750 INFO  [TomcatDeployer] undeploy, ctxPath=/helloapp, 
vfsUrl=helloapp.war

This output tells us that JBoss removed the helloapp.war application from the server.

Figure 1.12 After deploying 
the sample web application, 
you can navigate to this page 
to make sure the application 
is running properly.
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1.6 Summary
This chapter focused on getting you up and running quickly with JBoss AS in a devel-
opment environment. We started off by giving you some background on JBoss,
explaining what it is, what other products are in JEMS, and looking at why the JBoss
products are so popular.

 You then learned how to install JBoss. We started by discussing what you needed to
obtain before installation, and then explained how to do an installation using both
the standard binary distribution and the installer. We compared the tradeoffs between
these two installation processes and gave recommendations on the various installation
options in the installer.

 After installing JBoss, we gave you a tour of the JBoss installation by walking you
through the different directories, stopping to examine key files in each. We started at
the top level and then dove into the various directories in the server configurations.
We explained why you’d want to create your own custom server configuration and
walked you through how to do it. 

 After examining the server structure, we showed how to start and stop JBoss from
the command line. We demonstrated how simple it is to start the default server config-
uration, and then we showed how to start an alternate configuration. Before explain-
ing how to stop the server, we discusses a few things you can do to verify that the server
started properly. In chapter 15, we build on this section to show how you can start
JBoss as a system service. 

 Finally, we gave an overview on how to deploy applications into the server by walk-
ing you through how to build a simple Hello World! web application and put it in the
server configuration’s deploy directory. After showing how to test the application, we
demonstrated how removing an application involved removing the file from the
deploy directory.

 Now that you’ve learned about the structure of the application server, how to start
and stop it, and how to deploy and undeploy applications, let’s learn more about how
to manage and configure the server.
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